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A biography examining the personal life and golfing accomplishments of Tiger Woods.

She is of mixed Thai , Chinese , and Dutch ancestry. Some people suggested that she had Native American
and Chinese ancestry. His middle name Tont is a traditional Thai name. Vuong Dang Phong, who had also
been known as Tiger. He was a child prodigy who was introduced to golf before the age of two by his athletic
father, Earl Woods. Earl was a single-digit handicap amateur golfer who also was one of the earliest
African-American college baseball players at Kansas State University. Tiger also played at the par 3 Heartwell
golf course in Long Beach , as well as some of the municipals in Long Beach. At age three, he shot a 48 over
nine holes at the Navy course. Earl lost to Tiger every time from then on. In the final round, he was paired
with pro John Daly , who was then relatively unknown. Daly birdied three of the last four holes to beat Woods
by only one stroke. Woods was part of the show, and he impressed Nicklaus and the crowd with his skills and
potential. Junior Amateur champion; this was a record that stood until it was broken by Jim Liu in In , he
defended his title at the U. Amateur Championship , a record he held until when it was broken by Danny Lee.
I also stuttered as a child and I would talk to my dog and he would sit there and listen until he fell asleep. I
also took a class for two years to help me, and I finally learned to stop. He enrolled at Stanford in the fall of
under a golf scholarship and won his first collegiate event, the 40th Annual William H. Tucker Invitational,
that September. At age 20 in , he became the first golfer to win three consecutive U. Amateur titles [62] and
won the NCAA individual golf championship. Professional golf career of Tiger Woods Woods in Woods
turned pro at age 20 in August and immediately signed advertising deals with Nike, Inc. One of these was the
U. He was named the Sports Illustrated Sportsman of the Year, the only athlete to be honored twice, and was
ranked by Golf Digest magazine as the twelfth-best golfer of all time. Open at Winged Foot , where he missed
the cut. In April , he underwent knee surgery and missed the next two months on the tour. Open , where he
struggled the first day but ultimately claimed a dramatic sudden death victory over Rocco Mediate that
followed an hole playoff, after which Mediate said, "This guy does things that are just not normal by any
stretch of the imagination," and Kenny Perry added, "He beat everybody on one leg. Woods called it "my
greatest ever championship. His comeback included a spectacular performance at the Presidents Cup , but he
failed to win a major, the first year since that he had not done so. The rest of the season went badly for Woods,
who failed to win a single event for the first time since turning professional, while nevertheless finishing the
season ranked No. After falling to No. In July, he fired his longtime caddy Steve Williams who was shocked
by the dismissal , and replaced him on an interim basis with friend Bryon Bell. Following the WGC-Accenture
Match Play Championship , where he was knocked out in the second round by missing a 5-foot putt, [] Woods
revised his putting technique and tied for second at the Honda Classic , with the lowest final round score in his
PGA Tour career. It was the seventh time he had won the event. The win moved him back to the top of the
world rankings. After further review of television footage , Woods was assessed a two-stroke penalty for the
drop but was not disqualified. Woods won The Players Championship in May , his second career win at the
event, notching his fourth win of the season. It was the quickest he had gotten to four wins in any season in his
professional career. S Open as a result of an elbow injury sustained at The Players Championship. In finishing
at over-par, he recorded his worst score as a professional and finished 12 strokes behind winner Justin Rose.
Despite being in contention all week and beginning the final round only two strokes behind Lee Westwood ,
he struggled with the speed of the greens and could only manage a 3-over-par 74 that left him tied for 6th
place, five strokes behind eventual winner Phil Mickelson. Two weeks later, Woods returned to form at the
WGC-Bridgestone Invitational , recording his 5th win of the season and 8th win at the event in its year
history. His second round 61 matched his record score on the PGA Tour and could easily have been a 59 were
it not for some short missed birdie putts on the closing holes. This gave him a seven stroke lead that he held
onto for the rest of the tournament. Woods would never contend at the PGA Championship at Oak Hill
Country Club and would come short of winning a major for the 5th full season, only contending in two of the
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four majors in After a slow start to , Woods injured himself during the final round of the Honda Classic and
was unable to finish the tournament. He withdrew after the 13th hole, citing back pain. He was forced to skip
the Arnold Palmer Invitational at the end of March , [] and after undergoing back surgery , he announced on
April 1 that he would miss the Masters for the first time since He would struggle with nearly every aspect of
his game and miss the cut. He next played at The Open Championship , contested at Hoylake, where Woods
had won eight years prior. Woods fired a brilliant 69 in the first round to put himself in contention, but shot 77
on Friday and would eventually finish 69th. Despite his back pain, he played at the PGA Championship where
he failed to make the cut. On August 25, , Woods and his swing coach Sean Foley parted ways. In the four
years under Foley, he won eight times but no majors. He had previously won eight majors with Harmon and
six with Haney. Woods said there is currently no timetable to find a replacement swing coach. In the final
round, Woods injured his wrist after his club hit a tree root. He later stated that a bone popped out of his wrist,
but he adjusted it back into place and finished the round. Open and Open Championship , the first time Woods
missed the cut at consecutive majors, finishing near the bottom of the leaderboard both times. Open Woods
had back surgery on September 16, In late March , he announced that he would miss the Masters while he
recovered from the surgery; [] he had also missed the Masters due to a back problem. He made his return to
competitive golf in the Hero World Challenge. On March 31, Woods announced on his website that he would
not be playing in the Masters Tournament despite being cleared to play by his doctors. Woods said that
although he was happy with his rehabilitation, he did not feel "tournament ready. Recovery time required up to
six months, meaning that Woods would spend the rest of the year without playing any professional golf. He
shot rounds of and finished tied for 9th place. His world ranking went from 1,th to th, which was the biggest
jump in the world rankings in his career. It was his best result in a major since second at the PGA
Championship and moved up to 26th in the world rankings. His final round of 64 was his best ever final round
in a major. He shot rounds of to win by two strokes over Billy Horschel. Since his record-breaking win at the
Masters , Woods became the biggest name in golf, and his presence in tournaments drew a huge fan following.
Some sources have credited him for dramatically increasing prize money in golf, generating interest in new
PGA tournament audiences, and for drawing the largest TV ratings in golf history. It is capable of absorbing
up to 5, Gs of shock, far in excess of the forces generated by a normal golf swing. A related effect was
measured by University of California economist Jennifer Brown, who found that other golfers scored higher
when competing against Woods than when he was not in the tournament. The scores of highly skilled exempt
golfers are nearly one stroke higher when playing against Woods. This effect was larger when he was on
winning streaks and disappeared during his well-publicized slump in â€” Woods said he welcomed the
change, in that adding yardage to courses did not affect his ability to win. He is 14â€”1 when going into the
final round of a major with at least a share of the lead. Multiple golf experts have heralded Woods as "the
greatest closer in history". He is one of five players along with Gene Sarazen , Ben Hogan , Gary Player , and
Jack Nicklaus to have won all four professional major championships in his career, known as the Career
Grand Slam, and was the youngest to do so.
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Chapter 2 : Tiger Woods finishes first day at Wells Fargo at even par
Tiger Woods (Sports Heroes) [Elizabeth Sirimarco] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Share Tiger Woods played a round of golf on Thursday. He teed it up at the Wells Fargo Championship
Thursday, a tournament he won back in , and, well â€¦ he completed 18 holes of golf. Most golfers merit
coverage if they shoot either a 63 or an Anything in between â€¦ eh. All due respect to Peter Malnati , Tyrrell
Hatton , Johnson Wagner , Keith Mitchell , Kyle Stanley and Steve Rogers, but few outside the golf world
know their names, and fewer still would be aware that five of them are leading the Wells Fargo after one day
at four-under. The sixth fought Thanos. Nobody captures the attention of the public quite like Tiger Woods.
AP More Tiger Woods, on the other hand, passes the grandmother test â€” that is, even your grandmother
knows who Woods is, and everyone wants to know what he shot today. Woods shot even par. Not great, not
terrible. Good enough for T37, four strokes behind the leaders. Woods had his chances, going out in 1-under.
But he made too many small mistakes â€” following a near-eagle on 15 with a three-jack from inside 15 feet
on 16, for instance, or following a foot birdie putt on 8 with a bogey on the par-5 10th. Small mistakes are
survivable on their own, but small mistakes become round-killers when they stack up. Never ceases to amaze.
What a save from TigerWoods. Wait for the second angle. Not great news, not terrible news, just news. Your
grandmother will want to know. Contact him at jay. More from Yahoo Sports:
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Chapter 3 : Tiger Woods - Wikipedia
Tiger Woods. What a crazy life this guy has lived. Back in his heyday, Woods was winning seemingly every week. Back
in , he was 1/3 to win a major at Ladbrokes and back in , he had even odds to win the Masters.

It was around 3 in the morning. About an hour earlier, Earl had taken two or three final breaths that sounded
different from the ones that came before. Tiger got the call and came straight to Cypress, passing the Navy
golf course where he learned to play, turning finally onto Teakwood Street. His dad never sold the house
because he liked the easily accessible nostalgia. Elin did college homework, which she often did during any
free moment, in airplanes or even on fishing trips, working toward her degree in psychology. There were six
passengers total, and Tiger plopped down in his usual seat, in the front left of the plane. His siblings tried to
talk about the old days. Kevin retold a favorite about a camping trip with a or year-old Tiger, in a forest of tall
trees: While walking to use the bathroom, Tiger had stopped and peered high into the branches. Earl, a former
Green Beret and Vietnam combat veteran, would have liked that. The graveyard was cool in the shade, the
hills rolling from the street toward a gully. Woodpeckers hammered away in the trees. Two cedars and five
pines rose into the air. Tiger stayed strong, comforting his mother, and Earl Jr. They buried the ashes and left.
Seventy-seven minutes after touching down in Kansas, Tiger took off again for Orange County. Consider him
in that moment, 30 years old, the greatest golfer in the world, winner of 10 major championships and counting,
confident that the dreams he and his father conceived on Teakwood Street would eventually all come true. His
pilot climbed above the clouds. Tiger Woods sat in his usual place, facing forward, the seat across from him
empty now. The secret history of Tiger Woods In the 10 years since his father died, Tiger Woods lost his
greatness at golf, while becoming obsessed with the military and indulging in a dozen or more affairs -- both
reflections of Earl Woods. Wright Thompson reports on the secret history of Tiger. Photograph by John Huet.
His annual tournament begins at a nearby course soon. Both his boats float a few dozen yards away, in two of
the first three slips: When he bought his plane, he blocked the tail number from tracking websites: It ends in
QS, the standard code for NetJets. He comes and goes quietly. Not long ago, he asked Jordan a simple yet
heavy question: How did you know when it was time to walk away? Tiger sent her to get help. Yesterday at a
news conference, he said for the first time in public that his golf career might be over. A reporter asked what
he did for exercise. Tiger grew up without any siblings or many friends and spent his childhood with Earl,
either on the golf course or hitting balls into a net in the garage. Splash News "I walk," he said. I think pretty
much everything beyond this will be gravy. His college roommate Notah Begay texted him around Halloween.
When he lived in Orlando, a former neighbor said, he liked to ride on a skateboard behind a golf cart in the
gated country club he called home. When he booked his free-diving lessons in Grand Cayman, instructor Kirk
Krack recalled, he reserved his spot under the name Eric Cartman. So of course he loves Halloween, and when
Notah asked about his costume, Tiger wrote back. The dreams he dreamed as a boy are ending. They met as
children -- Tiger was 9 and Notah was 12 -- playing youth golf in California. A few weeks ago, he and Tiger
were hanging out at the house in Jupiter when Woods realized they needed to make a carpool run and get his
kids at school. They drove over and parked in line with the other parents, about 30 minutes early, and to kill
the time, they laughed and talked about Stanford. Can you believe we are sitting in a carpool line? Tiger is
facing the reckoning that all young and powerful men face, the end of that youth and power, and a future spent
figuring out how those things might be mourned and possibly replaced. This final comeback, if he ever gets
healthy, will be his last. The answer is complicated and layered. He fell victim to many things, some
well-known and others deeply private: The forces kept working until finally his wife found text messages from
Rachel Uchitel on his phone and he ran his Cadillac Escalade into a fire hydrant that car, incidentally, is
owned by a man in rural Arkansas, who bought it used from a local dealer, neither of whom knew its own
secret history. After Thanksgiving in , his life split open in the most public and embarrassing way -- can you
imagine having to talk about your sex life in a news conference with your mom in the front row? In an odd
way, it was the end. On some level, he even understood what was happening to him, or at least was invested in
understanding. There was a book in his car the night of the wreck, and it ended up on the floorboard, covered
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in shards of glass. Its title was Get a Grip on Physics. The topic fascinated Woods. The intro to Get a Grip laid
out the basic rules of early science, from Newton and Galileo, focused on the concepts of friction and gravity.
These had long interested him. Five-year-old Tiger once made a drawing that showed stickmen swinging
different clubs, with the clubface sketched, as well as the flight path of the ball, including distance and apex.
From the beginning, his golf talent has seemed to be an expression of his genius, not the genius itself. He is a
remarkable person, and not because he once won 14 important golf tournaments, but because he thinks about
how he came to occupy his particular space in the world. They lived such different lives. Earl joined the Green
Berets because he saw them as the only place a black man could be treated fairly, and when he retired, he
played golf day after day. Before his son, Earl had the lowest handicap at the Navy golf course near their
home, despite not picking up a club until he was He grew up without siblings or many friends. Fighter jets
took off and landed at the airstrip parallel to the 17th and 18th fairways. Tiger heard the stories and saw the
deep love even strangers felt for each other. His entire childhood revolved around these men and their code.
Tiger and Earl held strong opinions about how things should work and nursed deep stubborn streaks, so they
often butted heads. Tiger hated that his dad cheated on his mom and cried to his high school girlfriend about it.
He could mend the broken places inside all of them. All sons, whether they love or hate their fathers, or some
combination of both, want to cleanse themselves of any inherited weakness, shaking free from the past. This is
certainly true for Tiger, whose father seems to evoke conflicting emotions: The best and worst things that have
happened in his life happened because of Earl. There was a "cook" at the Open Championship, and when
Callahan said she must be a good cook, Earl grinned and said, "She sure knows how to keep that potato chip
bowl filled up. They were father and son, and teacher and student, best friends and running buddies and
together, one complete person. Just after the Masters, Tiger and his dad took a trip together to Fort Bragg,
where Earl had been stationed with the Green Berets. The man assigned to take Tiger out of the plane was a
soldier named Billy Van Soelen, who explained the difference between broad daylight at Fort Bragg and
pitch-black combat situations. Tiger grinned the whole way down. Earl was waiting in the drop zone, Van
Soelen says, and he gave Tiger a big hug. Earl needed an oxygen tank during that trip. Now consider Tiger
Woods again, in this moment the best golfer in the world, taking his first break ever -- 24 days without
touching a club, the most since he was a boy -- watching his father die. He spent a lot of that break on
Teakwood Street, struggling to sleep, three days passing before he finally drifted off on the floor. When Tiger
groggily looked up, Earl said, "Merry Christmas. He wanted to be a SEAL when he was young. A top-ranked
triathlete washed out. During one stop, a SEAL named Thom Shea helped conduct a weapons demonstration,
with seven or eight guns spread out in front of him, from the Sig Sauer pistol through the entire sniper suite of
weapons. Three years later, Shea would earn a Silver Star leading a team into battle in Afghanistan. Tiger
stood on one side of the table, his arms crossed, a pair of Oakley sunglasses resting on the back of his knit cap.
Shea says Tiger remained very quiet, taking in as much as he could, only turning on his famous smile when
someone asked for a picture or an autograph. After the table show, Shea walked Tiger to another building for
the next part of this tour. The two men talked on the way, and even a decade later, Shea remembers the
conversation, because of everything that would happen later. Tiger wanted to know how SEALs kept their
home life together despite the strain of constant travel and long separations. Shea told him that balance was
the only thing that worked. He says Tiger asked how they kept this up, year after year of stress, the long slog
always outlasting the romance of a job title. Three months later, Earl died and everything started to fall apart.
Everything is a shade of muted tan and green, like Afghanistan, with boulders the size of cars along the
highway. This time, Tiger came to do more than watch. Brown pulled Tiger aside. The sun was shining, a nice
day, and the two men talked, standing on the northeast corner of a shooting facility.
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Chapter 4 : Top Tiger Woods Golf Cards, Rookie Cards, Autographs, Gallery, Details
Tiger Woods was the talk of the golfing world during the Tour Championship on Sunday, when the year-old icon scored
his first victory in five years by finishing the Atlanta tournament with.

Woods, who played brilliantly at times through the first three days, laid his first egg since returning with a 76
on Sunday that included three double bogeys. The 4-over score was the worst round anyone had in any single
round this week in the Bahamas, and it dropped Woods, who finished at 4 under, all the way to 15th on the
leaderboard out of He defeated only Russell Knox and Emiliano Grillo. Woods only made seven pars on the
day as he filled his colorful scorecard with wild and crooked numbers. He had three consecutive birdies and
five overall to go along with all the doubles. I made a lot of birdies, but I made a lot of mistakes. I made some
poor decisions. Nobody in the field had more birdies than his That is not a typo. Woods led the field in birdies
made with He also finished last in the field with six double bogeys. I made some bad mistakes, too. Three
doubles today, it adds up to a pretty high number. I made some birdies, too. I need to balance it out. None of it
matters. What matters is that Woods showed three parts of his game that portend well for the future. A
willingness to take shorter swings and control the ball A red-hot putter An ability to get through 72 holes
while pummeling drives and showing no signs of injury whatsoever It is the third point that is probably the
most important. Woods was going after some drives this week. But as juiced up as he was on the tee box, he
was just as calm and nuanced with his iron play. It was a performance I would have expected three months
from now but not this week. When Tiger Woods hits a perfect drive The pain, the issues I have, it was just
rough. To battle back, to battle through it Those are scary times. The calendar year remains a question mark
for Woods but not in the way we thought a few months ago. The questions now are where he will make starts,
not if those starts will even happen at all. TW says no specific target for his next start but hopes for a "full"
schedule in Woods is suddenly hurtling towards the Masters with a lot more momentum than he had a week
or a month ago. Getting there will be, as Tiger loves to say, a process.
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Tiger Woods cards have always enjoyed strong demand and values will begin to push higher if he can achieve
the record for wins that once seemed a foregone conclusion. If that happens with the typical Tiger flair, there
is a chance for a boom reminiscent of his early values, when he was unstoppable on the course. View the most
valuable Tiger Woods card listings on eBay. Despite there being quite a few Tiger Woods autographed cards
on the market, they still maintain strong values based on generally low print runs and the very limited release
of golf trading cards. Counting down some of the truly elite cardboard, the following list represents many of
the best overall options for Tiger Woods. Top Tiger Woods Cards 10T. Maybe it would work better as a
poster. Having said that, it remains popular despite being from The Masters Collection box set and not coming
from an established brand Grand Slam Ventures. That is because it is considered the first standard Tiger
Woods rookie card. As such, it will always have interest and value. There is also a gold foil parallel which is
more hotly pursued by collectors. While there are several Tiger Woods cards in the Upper Deck Golf base set,
card 1 is the one you want. Young, excited and passionate, this card typifies all the positive attributes of Tiger
that made him a star. They were originally found in perforated sheets located inside the December Sports
Illustrated for Kids magazines. Given they are intended for children, it comes as no surprise that the design is
clearly very basic. Although there are many reasons why it should be nothing more than a novelty, this true
Tiger Woods rookie card is a great example of what makes collecting special. Even when it goes against all
conventional wisdom, collectors inevitably decide which cards are valuable. And the SI for Kids Tiger Woods
card is clearly valuable, with high-grades selling into the thousands. The unique idea applied a metal slab that
was designed to look like the face of a driver head. This metal surface became the canvas for the autographs.
The print runs here range from copies down to just four. Six cards of the seven-card TW set showcase a
high-profile win, and one card honors the "Tiger Slam. In fact, Woods has signed for many of the Goodwin
sets over the years, so there are quite a few choices done with the more artistic look. Additionally, the card
design incorporates a scorecard, further evoking the golf mindset. However, Tiger Woods and Michael Jordan
make for one formidable pairing. Add to that their shared Nike and Upper Deck background, and the two seem
well-suited to share space on a card together. Pairing the signatures of two of the most influential and
dominant athletes in modern sports, this is one amazing SP Authentic Golf card. The duo signed for several
other sets over the years, as well, including Exquisite.

Chapter 6 : Tiger Woods crumbles at end of Hero World Challenge with 76 in final round - calendrierdelasc
Sports psychologist Jamil Qureshi believes Tiger Woods will adopt a realistic approach during his comeback at the Hero
World Challenge, live on Sky Sports Golf. Woods, who turns 42 in December.

Chapter 7 : Tiger Woods Girlfriend & Dating History: 5 Fast Facts | calendrierdelascience.com
Tiger Woods has reason for optimism after finishing 8 under at Hero World Challenge. Woods got his swing speed back
and showed positive signs in return to tournament golf.

Chapter 8 : Ryder Cup Tiger Woods forces Sky Sports into on-air apology over his swearing - Mirror Online
Tiger Woods is one of the most successful golfers of all time. The year-old California native has won 79 PGA Tour
events over the course of his career. The famed athlete is a father of two.
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Chapter 9 : What Is Tiger Woods' Net Worth in ? Here's How the World's Most Famous Golfer Makes His M
The deal, signed in , lead to a % increase in sales for the brand, proving the strength of the Tiger Woods name. Woods
also endorses TaylorMade golf equipment and Full Swing Golf.
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